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Our Maintenance Process
Our experienced team will deep clean tiles 
and grout lines; diamond polish; powder polish 
and seal the floors to restore it’s natural high
polished finish. 

It’s very important to introduce a regular main-
tenance plan to help protect and provide a
long lasting and functional floor finish. 

We recommend natural stone floors are cleaned
and maintained every 12 months. 

Help Protect Your Floors
Install entrance  mats to help reduce the amount 
of dirt and grit coming in from outside on shoes.

Install plastic or felt pads under furniture legs to 
prevent scratches. 

Place plant pots on plastic bases to prevent deep 
stains and scratches. 

Only use Ph7 neutral cleaners or liquid Stone 
Soaps on natural stone floors to clean and pro-
tect the surface. 

Blot up spills with paper towels, don’t wipe as it 
will spread the stain. 

Floor Cleaning and Maintenance

Floor Cleaning Process
Dust mop and / or vacuum the floor to remove 
any surface dirt and grit. 

If using a vacuum cleaner make sure the brush
setting is down so the plastic/metal casing does 
not scratch the floor. 

Place a cap full of ‘Stone Soap’ into your mop 
bucket, then pour in 10 ltrs of warm water, do 
not use hot water as it will cause the floor to 
streak. 

Place the mop into the bucket containing ‘Stone 
Soap’ and wring out the mop so that it’s damp 
ready to pick up the dirt. 
 
Mop the floor in a figure of eight overlapping 
motion as you work backwards a line at a time.  

Applying Stone Soap will help provide a water 
insoluble and dirt repellent floor surface and 
tops up any existing floor seals. 

Weekly Maintenance
Natural stone floors need to be cleaned 
1 - 2 times per week. 

Mop and Bucket
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